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The concept behind this three part musical piece is very simple: four different 
versions of Maurice Ravel's Bolero played together, in full, for three times. 

In the first part, the most obscure and uncertain, the four versions are 
synchronized at the beginning of the first theme.

In the second part, more melodic and agreeable, the Boleros meet at the 
center of the score.

The third, and perhaps most Ravelian part, has the various versions starting 
in a scattered way, as they all meet on the final, loudest note of the piece.

The three parts have the exact same duration (that of the longest version), 
approximately 15' 30" each.

Boleros is presented to the public both "live" (parts 2 and 3) on a 4 speaker, 
double stereo system positioned in a square, with each version occupying 
one side (see diagram below), and in full as a stereo radiophonic piece.

Boleros is also constructed as a science mix. One of its aims is to create a 
different kind of execution analysis, not based on technicalities but on 
sensorial perceptions; especially in the second part (the one where the four 
versions proceed closer together), you can actually compare the different 
tempos and intentions of players and conductors. 

Boleros was created in the spirit of ready-made, and the author's intervention 
was kept to a minimum (the choice of the versions, the synchronization and a 
final volume adjustment on the third part). 

Boleros is digital music, and definitely belongs with other sampling/mesh-up 
pieces we've heard in the past few years.

Boleros was mostly made to be listened to - and enjoyed, especially by 
Bolero enthusiasts (and Minimal music fans): the consistency of tonality and 
the universal fame of this piece make it unique for this kind of rework. The 
result is very tonal music (tuning uniformity was one of the factors in the 
choice of versions): an iterative, fractal Bolero (a piece already based on 
repetition) which Steve Reich would probably call Bolero Phase.



Structure

Please note that there are multiple possible versions of this piece. These are 
the structures of version #1.


